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“Court in the Act”
by

Harry Scharf

Harry worked in the Birmingham Crown Court for many years as Clerk to the 
Justices.
Harry will give an insight into the Crown Court – the human (not 
legal) side - people seen in court from the Dock or Jury Bench. - i.e. 
about barristers, judges etc. We shall learn how Harry’s role of Clerk 
fitted into the Court structure, and he will pass on a few anecdotes 
(with dubious humour).
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2011 Census

Will your descendants and relations have to wait 100 years to see your 2011 census 
return ? Well they don't have too. Make a printed copy of your census return and put 
it in a sealed envelope and leave it with your will to be opened after your death or 
with your family papers in a secure place. Don't save it in digital form as you can't be 
sure that it will survive in a readable form for 100 years. Even cheap paper will last 
that long kept dry and in the dark.
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BMSGH Online Shop

March marks the official launch of the new BMSGH online eShop. 
To celebrate the official opening of the eShop, BMSGH are offering 10% off all 
purchases made by 31st March 2011, simply enter the coupon code bmsgh during the 
checkout process. 
There are also have lots of special offers with some items at less than 1/2 price(and 
you can get the 10% discount as well), so why not have a look, they have nearly 1600 



items available.
Parish records in books, on CD and Fiche, monumental inscriptions and census data. 
Church photos which can be emailed as a digital image or can be purchased with or 
without a mount. 
General interest books on Genealogy and lots more. 
The National Burial Index is also on offer at £28(RRP £30) and you can get 10% off, 
so selling for just over £25, we believe it is the cheapest price on the Internet. 
St. Martin's DVD normally sells for £75, available during March at 10% off.
The 10% offer is open to everyone and is available until 31st March, 2011. 
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Loss GRO reference checking system

If you are not sure you have the correct entry from the indices, apply for the
certificate with as much information as you are sure of but *without the reference*. 
It means the GRO staff will check to see if they can match a cert with the information 
provided.  If they can, you get the cert.  If they can't, you get a full refund.  

If you supply a reference from the indices, you get the cert even if it proves to be the 
wrong one.
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The Government's Cuts

Mean all the GRO's plans for BMD indices online are now on hold even though 
everything is ready to roll.  The GRO still intends to have its own site for the indices 
but is not expecting to be given the funding to make it happen for the foreseeable 
future.  They are frustrated by the current situation because they are also aware of the 
difficulties the lack of access is causing many UK based researchers 
as well as those overseas.

On a personal basis, having my tree on Ancestry has enabled a “cousin” to contact me 
and between us with his families passed down knowledge a problem I have had for 
20 years has been solved. It pays to publish your tree.

Regards
Mike Fisher


